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DA problem setupDA problem setup

Model variables

Observations

assimilation window
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Working with pdf'sWorking with pdf's

posteriorprior likelihood

Forecast:

Analysis: 

Consider the following 1-step scenario:
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Bayes theoremBayes theorem

How to get these elements?

Prior distribution of the state 
variable over the assimilation 
window.

Marginal distribution of the 
observations.

Likelihood of the observations over 
the assimilation window.

Posterior probability distribution of the state variables 
given the observations over the assimilation window.
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KF smoothing problem setupKF smoothing problem setup

Model variables

Observations

For the model error:

e.g. 

Forecast model       vs. real (imperfect) model



  

Model errorModel error

Example: two limiting cases.



  

AR1 process with noiseAR1 process with noise



  

The WC solution to the KSThe WC solution to the KS

Write this as an extended problem.

At the time of the observation: 

The analysis:

With moments:

Extended 
background/model 
error covariance:



  

ReminderReminder

The fundamental way in which the Kalman Filter introduce effects from 
observations is through the following analysis equation.

analysis background observation

With gain:

In the Kalman smoother the model error covariance would also appear.



  

Unidimensional exampleUnidimensional example

In a simple uni-dimensional case, it is easy to visualize 
the behaviour of the gains at different time steps.

This scalars are plotted as a function of the model and 
the time-autocorrelation scale.



  

GainsGains

Green regions is where observation dominates the analysis, 
magenta regions is where background dominates the 
analysis. 



  

Cycling experimentsCycling experiments

DA experiments with 
cycling using a Stochastic 
EnKF with large ensemble 
size.

20-time steps assimilation 
windows.

Observations every 
- 2 steps
- 10 steps

Computed the overall (time-averaged) ratio:

For a healthy DA system this is close to 1. 



  

Cycling experimentsCycling experiments
Observations every 2 steps.

Observations every 10 steps.

The observational frequency has an effect. Why? Haonan.

RMSEa < SPREAD_a

RMSEa = SPREAD_a

RMSEa > SPREAD_a
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Representing all scalesRepresenting all scales

nature

obs

perfect
model

(a) A perfect modelperfect model resolving all the temporal scalesall the temporal scales.



  

Reduced modelReduced model

nature

obs

reduced
model

(b) A reduced modelreduced model resolving only slow temporal scalesslow temporal scales.

Let’s take a look at how model error results from the interaction 
between scales.



  

Two-scale linear modelTwo-scale linear model

Consider we can partition the state variable into slow and fast components:



  

Understanding the componentsUnderstanding the components

Once we cycle the model we get:

Independent

Fast to slow

Two-way



  

Evolution of slow variablesEvolution of slow variables



  

Fast-to-slow interaction onlyFast-to-slow interaction only



  

Fast-to-slow interactionFast-to-slow interaction

Common lag-1 representation of the 
dynamics.

Process by which noise is generated.



  

Two-way interactionsTwo-way interactions

The components of 
the noise are not 
the same as those 
in the in the 1-way 
case.



  

Example 2. Solve using KFExample 2. Solve using KF

The Kalman filter operates with mean and covariance. 

Let’s consider the evolution of an initial mean and an initial 
covariance under the action of this map.

Separate the effects coming from:
- reduced predictionreduced prediction
- 1-way noise1-way noise
- >1 way noise>1 way noise
- memorymemory



  

The effect in the meanThe effect in the mean

Different components of model error have a very different behaviour. 



  

The effect in the covarianceThe effect in the covariance



  

Assimilating only with the reduced modelAssimilating only with the reduced model

Now we assimilate observations using different components.



  

Assimilating with a partial representation Assimilating with a partial representation 
of extra componentsof extra components

We use a ‘summarized’ representation of 1w-noise, and partial 
reconstruction of the memory evolution matrix.
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Using asynchronous fast observations Using asynchronous fast observations 



  

Using asynchronous fast observations Using asynchronous fast observations 



  

Summary and current workSummary and current work

- We have explored the effect of time auto-correlated model error 
in the Kalman Smoother.

- The impact of the observations over a window depend strongly 
upon the magnitude of the model. For shrinking models, the 
magnitude of the 'memory' matters considerably.

- We have illustrated ‘physical’ origins for model error of different 
nature, and the different behaviour of the components. 

- Can we use the slow-varying error (memory) in the 
assimilation. Can this be deduced from observations?
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